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PRIZE CENT.

FENCERS EXHIBIT SKILL TO INTERESTED AUDENCCE

Last Friday, the first of a series of exhibitions given by the Franklin Institute, was held at the University. The exhibition was devoted to the study of the human body, and was attended by a large number of students and members of the public.

THREE MEN AT CROSSCOUNTRY

The cross-country race was held Saturday afternoon at the University. The course was five miles long and included a variety of terrain, from the level fields of the campus to the hills of the surrounding countryside. The race was won by the University team, with the second and third places taken by the nearby colleges.

LISTS OPEN FOR HANDICAPS

The lists for the Handicap meet are now open at the University. The meet will be held on Saturday, October 25, and will include a variety of events, including sprints, hurdles, and distance races.

JUNTO LAUNCHES PUBLICITY DRIVE

The Junto is now launching a publicity drive to promote its activities. The drive will include a variety of media, including the campus newspaper and radio ads.

BOOTERS DOWN MONTCLAIR CLUB

The Boothers Down Montclair Club is now in full swing. The club is open to all male members of the University, and meetings are held every other week.

VARSITY MARKS FIRST RED AND BLUE ISSUE

With humorous stories as its predominating feature, the October issue of the Red and Blue magazine makes its appearance on the campus today. There are no less than seven junior writers who are making their debut on the magazine, and the issue is expected to be a success.

NEW VARSITY MEDAL CEREMONIES

The new varsity medal ceremonies were held last week. The ceremonies included a variety of events, including a race, a tug-of-war, and a football game. The events were well attended, and the winners were presented with medals and certificates.

VARSITY WINS GREAT STRUGGLE

Red and Blue Machine Launches Powerful Attack and Comes From Beind to Win Heft Tilt

In a contest that was filled with excitement and action, the University football team overcame Swarthmore on Saturday, October 15, to the score of 11 to 6. At the end of the first half, the score was tied at 6, but the second half was all University, and the team pulled away to win by a score of 11 to 6.

KING'S PLAYING SENSATIONAL

The University basketball team is playing sensational basketball this year. The team is currently ranked in the top ten in the country, and is expected to make a strong run for the national championship.

ARTS MEN BEGIN DUES CAMPAIGN

The arts men are now beginning their dues campaign. The campaign is to raise funds for the arts departments of the University, and is expected to be successful.

JUNIOR VARSITY LOSES

Philosophy's Junior Varsity successes were overcome by the powerful University team on the Bliss Field Saturday afternoon. With the loss, the Junior Varsity is now second in the conference.

NEW YEARLING ELEVEN CRUSHES

The University football team defeated the Yearling Eleven last week, with a score of 24 to 0. The game was played on the Bliss Field, and the University team dominated from the start.

WRESTLING TEAM IN NEED OF MORE MEN

The wrestling team is in need of more members. The team is currently practicing, and new members are always welcome.
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NOTICES

Luncheon—All candidates for varsity and freshman teams report to the south end of the gym locker rooms after 1:30 today.

Soccer—All candidates for varsity and freshman teams report for practice daily at 3 o'clock.

SPORTS

Swimming—All students who have had previous swimming experience report to Coach Keriner any afternoon of the week, especially desired.

Drawing—Any wishing to enter the managerial competition in rowing must do so by signing up in the boxhouse any day before Thursday.

Wrestling—All students wishing to enter managerial competition report in rowing room at the time, from 3 to 6.

UNIVERSITY

Cheer Club—The following were admitted to the Club at a meeting held Friday, November 9th. Krueger, Bush, Louden, Bawden, Gardner, Marcus, McElhollon, Marsh, Pynes, Reeder, Tilson, Beown, and Sch reaff. Report at the club at 1:30 Prote.

Interfraternity Council—A meeting of the Interfraternity Council was held at 7 o'clock last Thursday night. The Fraternity Club Meeting in Room 154 Musical Rooms, Thursday, important for first-year men.

Executive Board—All candidates for nomination appear in persons with nomination blanks on file before the Undergraduate Council today at 5 P.M., at McC and Wach Forms. This is necessary in order to run for a class office.

Delegation Committee to Attendance and Constitution meet today at 4:15 P.M. at the above address.

Glee Club—Sorority practice at 5 P.M. and 7:30 P.M. in the Portland Street Club Rooms, Houston Club.

Gymnastics—Sorority practice at 7:30 P.M. in Musical Rooms, Houston Club.

Men's Senior Society—Meeting today at 3 o'clock in room 212 Engineer Building.

Defraying—Meeting changed from Wednesday to this evening.

International Students' House—Meeting of Entertainment Committee at International Students' House this evening.

Capital City Club—Meeting this evening at 7:30 P.M. in the Mountain Club Beta Gamma Sigma—Meeting in 26 S. 14th street, Thursday of T. O. T. C.—All students enrolling for military training must report to Room 115 Fine Arts Building before October 30.

Track—Municipal candidates report to the track office at 3:45 Waverly will be any day after 1:30.

Interfraternity Fraternity competition will be held this evening, instead of Monday October 4, as advertised in the President Handbook.

Christian Association—All members of the Christian, or Disciples Church are requested to send or bring in their names and address to the C.A. office at once for dinner and attendant purposes.

Glee Club—A list of the men accepted by Dr. M. M. Matthews at postgraduate windows of The Pennsylvania office. Those men will report to the new member at the close of the rehearsal.

Junior Elections—Petitions for nominations must be secured from C. D. Hutt.


Jacobus—All members of the Gymnastics Association who are members of the Gymnastics Leaders Club last year are requested to call at 3735 Spruce street any afternoon to 3 and 5 o'clock.

Gymnastics Leaders—All students who are members of the Gymnastics Leaders Club last year are requested to call at 3735 Spruce street any afternoon to 3 and 5 o'clock.

Student Employment Bureau—Has many vacancies for students to serve as salesmen. Detailed information concerning these can be obtained by applying at 4334 Chestnut Street.

Continued on Page Four

Winter's Want a Slogan

SOPHIS!

Do you ever wish you knew how much easier your work would be if you had a nice, neat cover? "Pretty letter" to do all your notes, reports, themes and letter heads? Sure, you can learn to write, I'll teach you.

Co-op

College Book Store

3452 Woodland Ave.

I know of Nothing More Likely to Advance Public Welfare, Good Citizenship and Sound Ways of Thinking and Living Than to Take Out a Life Insurance Policy.

CALVIN COolidge, President of the United States

Berkshire Life Insurance Co.

of Pittsfield, Mass.

Everett H. Plummer, General Agent

213 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia

TODAY - AT BEASTON'S

Kendig-Whelan-Mason

TAILORS

1207 WALNUT STREET

SUITS and OVERCOATS

Shown by Mr. Mason

Dress Suits & Tuxedos

EAT CHEESE BLINTZES AND POTATO LANTHES AT

Mandel's Dining Room

3799 WALNUT STREET

Special Luncheon 40c. Dinner 60c.

DO YOU NEED MONEY?

SEE DAVE BROOKS

3531 WOODLAND AVE.

Money Loan Office

More Loaned on Everything We Buy and Sell Anything. Receipts in Blue.

Philadelphia

The Business Section


Monetary loaned on Everything. We buy and sell Anything. Receipts in Blue.

Philadelphia

The Cockney Company

Penn and Academy Street

NEW YORK

1404 WASHINGTON AVE.

1176

THE COLLEGE JEWELRY

ENGRAVING & GIFT SHOP

THE RANKIN COMPANY

1105 CHESTNUT ST.

Philadelphia

THE PALETTE SEA SHOP

THE COLLEGE BOOK SHOP BOOK

The locust tree—5TH STREET

3753 SPRUCE STREET

Breakfast Lunch Supper Tea Dinner

The Luciita Ben Shop

Sheila S. Small

1405 Chestnut Street

3400 Walnut Street

We Teach Ball Room Dancing, including Lindy and Foxtrot.

Latest Steps

We Specialize in Delicates and Sandwiches of all Kinds

BILLYARDS

Palace Confectionery

2457 Woodland Avenue

STRATHMORE BAY PATH VELLUM

with Engraved University Seal

At $1.00

An Unequaled Value

B. H. HOFFSTEIN

APHOTECARY & CHEMIST

Where Chestnut crosses 37th
KING TURNED THE TIDE

Thrill game featured Saturday's Big with the plucky Garnet. From Evans' spectacular 34-yard dash down the sideline for a touchdown, to Wharton's winning touchdown, the 22,998 spectators were treated to all that is unusual and spectacular in the gridiron sport.

Pennsylvania was outfitted by a wide margin, but showed its traditional inspired football, and until late in the third quarter, were on the verge of an 11-point victory.

Then Coach Voege used "Hughie" King into the game, for the purpose of beating a field goal over the crossover. The stalk was difficult, but aided by a strong few feet plus an insertion into the lineup proved one of the finest scores of the day. To King's play the victory was attributed. He finished a flash attack for the crimson current of Pennsylvania's offensive stream.

King's speed and astounding tactics on wider on the run, and his return of a punt brought the ball in position for the winning touchdown. Now, using his marvelous foot, King spent but a brief ten minutes on the field, but he proved to be the star, while the Buffaloes are looking for a sure- and-courageous passer, around whom to build an aerial attack— as well as possessing a skilled toe. He conceals his tosses well, and then propels them like a bullet.

The offensive displayed sufficient methods to dispose the doubts of the most skeptic Pennsylvanians gained 199 yards from scrimmage, and registered against that defense, while Wharton's gained a total of 269 and made seven first downs. The backs ran harder, the interference showed a decided improvement, and the plays were better timed.

The credit of interference moving the runner on the wide line and run, and it was nearly impossible to stop the play without a few yards being sliced off. Although several opportunities to score were passed up, the attack was of greater variety, and gave more to estimate ever.

"Tec" Hamilton staged a cornerback brilliant to behold. He played a white-top defensive game—and on blue zones, placed the forward line at will. Hammer appears to have mastered the correct form in line backing, cleaning up, and rushing harder than ever before. His inaccurate forward pass and placing of plays, however, still show plenty of room for improvement.

Coach's sagging tail, except in very few instances, showing real genius in field leadership. If the former pivot man should carry the ball himself, however, more exception could be added to the Red and Blue attack.

The defense stopped the Green and White in their track. The line presented a stonewall to the推进es for the last quarter, while the defense against the latter's aerial game was practically impeneatable. The only error in the later department of play occurred when King was allowed to "cram" out the sideline, and make a "slooper", for a twenty-yard gain.

REATO AT THEIR OWN GAME

Coach "Tuffy" Spencer's West Virginia eleven on Saturday afternoon that the Warner forward-pass game is not irrefrangible, and furthermore, beat the Panthers at their own game, which is the score line to indicate the superiority of the Monarchs.

The victory’s two backfield stars, Eichberg and Nedderman, started the strain of the attack, the former unhooking a series of arms more passing than Turner’s tossed overhead game, while Nedderman tipped the foot to shuffle, crossing the color line. Pittsburgh did not score until late in the final period, when Gableman, substitute quarterback, picked up a fumble, and dashed thirty yards for a touchdown.

The victory is significant, inasmuch as it shows that the "Old Pug" can be beaten at his own game, and that the Pitt team is not irrefrangible, as was supposed. Opposing teams to fast delivering the mysteries of the Panther attack, evidenced by "Hot" Flanagan, triple threat backfield man, the latter quarter of where was allowed to "cram" out the sidelines, and make a "slooper", for a twenty-yard gain.

A DAY FOR THE OVERHEAD GAME

That the forward-pass is again becoming one of the most powerful offensive weapons was never better evidenced than on Saturday. Overhead passes played a prominent part in the College-Ohio State, Notre Dame-Army, West Virginia-Pitt, and and Pennsylvania-Pennsylvanian games.

In the past few years, the defense has proved to be capable of coping with this type of attack, but new methods in compensation and execution of the plays have again made it a much-feared weapon. Ohio State’s 28-21 win with Colgate, is one of the most brilliantly executed games of the past decade, was made possible by the use of the forward pass. The White-coated warriors attempted twenty-eight times, and were successful on thirteen occasions. Colgate, coached by the noted "Bill" Harlow, also employed this mode of attack to advantage, and completed ten out of eighteen passes.

Kent Rector’s Notre Dame team, where the forward pass is developed to the 9th degree of perfection, landed the Army 1-0 setback by this route. Rector maneuvered another pass on the Oips and Muckett type in quarterback Blifeld’s Tosses from the hand of this player gave Notre Dame its margin, and when scored the usual result made possible through the medium of an intercepted Army pass.

As mentioned above, West Virginia beat Warner’s team at the forward-pass game, while two losses gave Pennsylvania its 35-13 triumph over Scandinavian.

There are Cows and Cows

H of the aristocrat of all the cows is the Guernsey. This sturdy, high-bridled animal is cultivated by Nature to give a better quality of milk—beaver in butterfat and solids, creamy and richer in Vitamins.

From these fine cows, maintained in limited numbers, on some of the best farms in Eastern Pennsylvania, is obtained.

All Scott-Powell Milk is
FRESHER BY A DAY

Pennsylvania Drug Co.
Opposite Dorms.

Student Supplies of All Kinds

FOUNTAIN LUNCHEONETTE

Eureka Theatre
THE PENNSYLVANIAN
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Confectionery

Old Drury Inn

HABERDASHERY

3421 WOODLAND AVENUE

40 S. 17th STREET

PHILA., PA.

Penn students.

Vaseline

HAIR TONIC

Chesterfield & Co.
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Vaseline

HAIR TONIC

Chesterfield & Co.

Pianos Rented

BELLAK

Victor Records

1119 Chestnut Street

National Championship Pocket Billiard League

OPENING GAMES

Ralph Greenleaf, Champion of the World

Walter Franklin, Kansas City

TUES.

WED.

Oct. 17

Afternoon Games 2:45

Evening Games 6:15

Admission $1.00 including tax

Hudson Billiard Academy

128 N. BROAD ST.

YOULL FIND OUR FOOD PREPARED

AS TASTY AS MOITERS.

Tomlinson’s Cafeteria

13704 Spruce Street
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Not for many years has the cheer leading been so poor as it has been lately. In fact, the question whether it has ever been so rotten, such is the pace—ask anybody. How are we to correct this glaring fault? That is the only question worth bearing about.

Some have suggested that the undergraduates need a course in "cheering." Others claim that it is all in the fruit of the class and that cheer leading is no longer a team effort. As to which is correct we don't care a fig. It is our personal opinion that both parties are right. Last Saturday we watched the cheer leaders closely; at times they worked as a unit. Even then, however, the cheer was still sterile. The student body, the cheer leaders, were not following the leaders. Perhaps they were too used to five different "tramps" that they failed to see that all the leaders were in time. This lack of attention can be set down as the real cause of poor cheering. If the stands were alert and at their best, they could produce the cheer energy which so far is lacking in all Pennsylvania men—would it not matter if every cheer leader ever lived just a little bit about how the cheer should be led.

The last week must be held cheer. The team needs it. The reputation of the University depends on it. Before that time the cheer leaders can get together; the students can sharpen up their "distribution of attention."Failing that, Saturday will bring well-deserved criticisms on the cheerleaders, the students and the University.

CHEERING

COMMUNICATION

Editor of The Pennsylvania:

Just at this start of the college year, when all athletic events are beginning to sprout, may I say a word in behalf of those indoor minor sports that offer such exceptional opportunity for a man to make his mark at our University. The little appreciation is given by the student body to those sports, probably because the thought has not been brought to mind by them. These words are written to have the idea founded in the minds of all students.

We have seven sports for indoor during the winter—swimming, wrestling, boxing, bowling, gymnastics and rifle. Hardly a boy comes out to us who is not at least moderately skilled in some of these. Gymnastics is required of every student. Why not obtain that credit, and more than that, obtain honor for yourself and your University, by entering for one of them? Many a good man who earnestly wishes to do something to lift himself out of the rank of the mediocre, but is poorly advised, suffers the requirements by working in gym classes, where his talents are lost, or wastes his time trying for a major sport where he has not the least chance of even making a third team, when he might be winning athletic recognition in a minor sport.

And, for a moment, consider what is asked for in the place and endurance of the boy and weather, the skill and speed of the swimmer and the hockey man, the tactics of the hockey, the strain of the gymnast, the nature of the marks, many qualities, all of them, fitting for mostly men. Put it to yourself, are you lacking in all three? Have you never thought of using the talents that have been given to you?

The machinery is just setting into motion, the wheels beginning to turn, the quids are forming and applicants are being asked. The coaches and managers are on hand daily, eager and willing for enlistments. The call goes out to you and to me, to every student, the opportunity waits for many who would otherwise be foreigners. Let us have your answer.

THOMAS B. FITSCHETT,
Chairman, Indoor Minor Sports, Council on Athletics.

Try This Individual Service

Few stores have clerks with the experience and knowledge of those in the Walter G. Becker Store. Let them show you how their knowledge can be of personal benefit to you. When you want evening dress or other accessories, call Walnut 4311—I tell the clerk what you want—he will select it and have it in your hands before you realize it. This is a real service. Try it.
**K AND D RESTAURANT**

Opposite Dorcas.
3784 Spruce Street
Phone Harris 8289

**Kwikstik**

Sold at all Student Stores

**Arthur Laws CATERER**

236 South 36th Street
For All Occasions

**Student’s HAND Laundry**

3431 Woodland Ave. Opp. College Hall
TRY US ONCE AND YOU WILL CALL AGAIN
All Mending Done FREE

**Polynia Tea House**

2290 Walnut Street
LUNCHEON
DINNER

**Polygnot Teahouse**

1405 Chestnut
14 Day Free Trial       One Year Written

**M. Geller**

3 and 7 N. 46th Street
Clothing
Collegian Style Suits

**Christmann’s Bakery**

302 Woodland Avenue
BREAD ROLLS PASTRY

**WHITE HOUSE CAFE**

Eating Headquarters for L. P. Students

**Quincy Hears From Rosalind**

**POLYHAG**

**LUNGEON**

**DIINNER**

**Join the Polyna Dinner Club**
Now Forming

**Eyes Scientifically Examined**

**Optometrist**

E.S. SPRINGER OPTICAL COMPANY
3956 Market St.
Nearest to University

**M. Geller**

5 and 7 N. 46th Street
Clothing
Collegian Style Suits

**M. Geller**

Made to Order or Ready to Wear

**Prices from $22 up**

**Bunting**

**You will call again**

**COMPANY**

**RESTAURANT**

**MONDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1923**

**Eyes Scientifically Examined**

**White House**

**PRICES FROM $22 UP**

**Christmann's Bakery**

**Bread Rolls Pasty**

**White House Cafe**

**Eating Headquarters for L. P. Students**

**“Read’s Standard of Tailoring” applied to good quality fabrics according to size, style, weight.**

**Price: $10 and up.**

**JACOB REED’S SONS**

1124-126 CHESTNUT ST.